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A Linear Time Algorithm for Binary Phylogeny usingPQ-TreesJo~ao Meidanis Erasmo G. MunueraAbstractThe Binary Phylogeny Problem is to reconstruct a tree reporting the evolutionaryhistory of a group of taxa for which a binary matrix of characteristics is given. Gus�eld[5] presented an O(mn)-time algorithm for this problem with n taxa and m character-istics. This bound is tight if the input is given as an n � m matrix. In this paper weshow that a linear time algorithm is possible provided the input is given as a list of the\1" positions in the matrix. The PQ-trees introduced by Booth and Leuker [1] are usedhere. More precisely, we show that a binary phylogeny exists if and only if the inputadmits a PQ-tree without Q nodes. This immediately gives a linear time algorithm forthe problem.Keywords: combinatorial problems, phylogenetic trees, data structures, design of algo-rithms.1 IntroductionA phylogenetic tree gives an interpretation of the evolutionary history of a group of taxa.An important problem in science is to build such a tree from data relating the taxa. In oneversion of this problem, which we call the Binary Phylogeny Problem, the tree is constructedfrom a n�m binary matrix where each row corresponds to a taxon and each column to acharacter, with \1" in position i; j if taxon i has character j. An O(nm2) algorithm to solvethis problem was proposed by Camin and Sokal [2]. Later, a simple property of the matrixallowed an O(n2m) algorithm. Recently, Gus�eld [5] presented an O(nm) algorithm.The input to this problem can be represented in two ways: as a binary n�m matrix oras a bipartite graph.The matrix format needs 
(nm) space to store it, and in this case Gus�eld's upperbound is tight because an algorithm must look at all positions in the matrix before it caneven decide whether there is a phylogeny or not.The bipartite graph format is de�ned as follows. Let X be the set of lines of the matrixM and Y the set of columns. There is an edge between i and X and j 2 Y if and only ifM [i; j] = 1. This format requires only O(n +m + r) space, where r is the number of onesin M . If M is sparse this represents a big savings. Furthermore, for the bipartite graphformat one can design a linear time algorithm, that is, one running in O(n+m + r) time.In this paper we show one such algorithm based on PQ-Trees.1



PQ-trees were introduced by Booth and Leuker [1] to represent all permutations withcertain properties and to test the consecutive ones property for a binary matrix. Later thisstructure was shown to have a large range of applications in combinatorial problems suchas planarity testing [3], sequential arrangements of records [4], and VLSI design [6]. Herewe use PQ-trees to solve the perfect phylogeny problem.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some de�nitionsused later on and a brief explanation on PQ-trees. In Section 3 we present the main results.Concluding remarks appear in Section 4.2 De�nitionsA binary matrix is a matrix whose entries are either 0 or 1. In this paper, we will alwaysregard a binary matrix M as a taxa versus characters matrix, with M [i; j] = 1 if and onlyif taxon i has character j. We use the terms \row" and \taxon" interchangeably, as wellas the terms \column" and \character". We usually identify a column with the set of rowsthat have \1" in that column. A column A of M is trivial if either jAj = n or jAj � 1.We say that a binary matrixM has a phylogenetic tree when there is a binary rootedtree T such that (1) the leaves of T are in 1{1 correspondence with the rows of M , and (2)for each column j ofM the rows that have \1" in column j correspond exactly to the leavesin the subtree rooted at a certain node p(j) of T . We will use extensively the followingwell-known characterization of this property [5].Theorem 1 A binary matrix M has a phylogenetic tree if and only if for each pair ofcolumns A and B of M either A � B or B � A or else A \B = ;.If p and q are tree nodes, the notation p ! q means p is the parent of q, and p ?! qmeans p is an ancestor of q or p = q.We say that a binary matrix M has the consecutive ones property if there is apermutation of the rows of M that leaves the \1"s consecutive in every column of M .We end this section with a brief overview on PQ-trees.Let U = fa1; a2; : : : ; amg be a universal set. A PQ-tree over U will be a rooted treewhere the leaves are elements ai 2 U and the internal (nonleaf) nodes are either P-nodesor Q-nodes. Internal nodes represent possible permutations of their children, as we will seeshortly. A PQ-tree is proper if the following conditions hold:1. Each ai appears exactly once as a leaf.2. Every P-node has at least two children.3. Every Q-node has at least three children.We will deal exclusively with proper PQ-trees.The frontier of a PQ-tree T is a reading of the leaves of T from left ro right. Noticethat the order of children in a node is important.Two PQ-trees are equivalent when one can be obtained from the other by applyingtransformations of the following kind a �nite number of times:2



1. permute arbitrarily the children of a P-node.2. reverse the children of a Q-node.We say that a permutation � of the elements of U is represented in a PQ-tree T whenthere is a PQ-tree T 0 equivalent to T whose frontier is �.The following result from [1] relates PQ-trees to the consecutive ones property.Theorem 2 A binary matrix M has the consecutive ones property if and only if thereis a PQ-tree T over the set of rows of M such that the permutations that leave the onesconsecutive in M are exactly the permutations represented in T .If M has the consecutive ones property, the tree T mentioned in the above result iscalled a PQ-tree of M . The PQ-tree of M is unique up to tree equivalence [1].3 AlgorithmIn this section we will present a linear time algorithm for the phylogeny problem, based onPQ-trees. We begin with an important result.Theorem 3 A binary matrixM has a phylogenetic tree if and only ifM has the consecutiveones property and its PQ-tree has internal nodes of type P only.Proof: ()) Suppose thatM has a phylogenetic tree. We need to show thatM has a PQ-treewith all internal nodes of type P.Gus�eld [5] shows that if M has a phylogenetic tree then M has the consecutive onesproperty for columns. It remains to prove that the PQ-tree ofM has internal nodes of typeP only. We do this by induction on the number of nontrivial columns of M .Base Case: M has zero nontrivial columns. In this case, any permutation of rowswill leave the ones consecutive in all columns. Hence, the PQ-tree of M will have a singleinternal node of type P with all leaves as children.General Case: M has at least one nontrivial column. Let H be any nontrivial columnof M . We build two matrices M1 and M2 from M in such a way that a tree of M can beobtained for composing the trees of M1 and M2, as shown in Figure 1
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The matrix M1 will be a matrix of taxa versus characters as well. The taxa of M1 willbe all taxa of M that do not have the character H plus an extra taxon h representing alltaxa of M that do have H . The characters of M1 will be all columns of M that contain Hor are disjoint from H . The matrix M1 has at least one less trivial column than M doesand hence we can apply the induction hypothesis to it.The matrix M2 have as taxa the taxa in M that have H . The characters of M2 will bethose contained in H . Note that H is trivial in M2, therefore, we can apply the inductionhypothesis to M2 as well.By induction, M1 and M2 have PQ-trees where the internal nodes are all of type P.Let T1 and T2 be PQ-trees of M1 and M2, respectively. We claim that the tree T obtainedreplacing the leaf h in T1 by T2 is a PQ-tree of M . To prove this claim we need to showthat (1) all permutations represented in T leave the ones consecutive in M 's columns, and(2) all permutations that leave the ones of M consecutive in columns are represented in T .Let us prove (1). Let � be an permutation represented in T . We need to show that� leaves the ones of each column in M consecutive. Note that the taxa of H appearconsecutive in �, because these are leaves of a subtree of T . Hence the ones of column Hare consecutive.The columns contained in H will be consecutive too, because the part of � that has thetaxa of H form an permutation represented by T2, the PQ-tree ofM2. Thus, for all columnscontained in H we have the desired result . On the other hand, the columns that containH or are disjoint from H are contemplated in M1. The permutation �, if we collapse Hinto h, is represented in T1, so all these columns will have their ones consecutive. We don'thave other types of columns to consider because of Theorem 1.Let us now switch to claim (2). Let � be a permutation that leaves the ones consecutive.In particular, the taxa of H are consecutive in �. Then we can write� = �1��2where � is the part of � involving taxa of H .Note that � leaves the columns of M2 consecutive. These are exactly those columns ofM contained in H . Hence, � is represented in T2, because T2 is the PQ-tree of M2.Consider now �0 = �1h�2. This is a permutation valid forM1. Note that �0 leaves eachcolumn of M1 with the ones consecutive, because these columns are exactly the columnsof M where the positions corresponding to H were condensed in a single element. Besides,this continuous portion contains only ones or only zeros and the element substituted for isa one or a zero, respectively.We conclude that �0 is represented in T1. Since � is obtained from �0 by replacing of hby �, we conclude that � is represented in T .This shows that T is indeed a PQ-tree ofM . Since by hypothesis T1 and T2 have internalnodes of type P only, the same occurs in T .(() We have a PQ-tree of M with all internal nodes of type P. We must show that Mhas a phylogenetic tree. In fact, the very PQ-tree is the phylogenetic tree sought, exceptfor the fact that a PQ-tree is not necessarily binary. However, we can easily transform itinto a binary tree replacing each node P by as many binary nodes needed to accommodateits children, as shown in Figure 2. 4
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CFigure 2: Example of binaryzation of P-node.Note that under this transformation, for each subtree of the PQ-tree there is a subtreeof the phylogenetic tree with the same leaves. This fact will be important in the sequel. Toshow that the transformed PQ-tree is our phylogeny tree, we prove that each character CofM corresponds to a P-node p in the PQ-tree such that C is exactly the set of leaves thatdescend from p.Consider a nonempty character C and let T be a PQ-tree of M . Mark all leaves of Tthat have character C. Let p be the lowest common ancestor in T of all marked leaves.Suppose that there exists an unmarked leaf a in the subtree rooted at p. Let q be thelowest node in T such that q ?! a and that has a least one marked descendent. Since p ?! aand p has descendent leaves marked, we have p ?! q. We have two cases to consider:Case 1 p = qIn this case, p has at least two descendent leaves marked otherwise it is not the lowestcommon ancestor of all marked leaves. Since by hypothesis T has nodes of type P only, wecan permute the children of p in a way that puts two marked leaves around a. This willgenerate a permutation where C is not consecutive, violating the hypothesis that T is aPQ-tree of M .Case 2 p 6= qIn this case it is possible to put a between two marked leaves permuting the childrenof p and q. Permute the children of q so that at least one of its marked leaves appearsafter a in the frontier. Then put the unique child of p which is an ancestor of q after allother children of p. This generates a permutation where C is not consecutive, violating thehypothesis. 23.1 An algorithm to test phylogeny with PQ-treesIn this section we sketch an algorithm to test binary perfect phylogeny based on PQ-trees,commenting details of the implementation.Given a binary matrix M , we attempt to build its PQ-tree as in [1]. Familiarity withthis paper is necessary to understand what follows.We need only a few of the templates used in procedure REDUCE described in [1],namely P0, P1, P2, P3, and L1. In addition, we need to alter one of them, P3, and this5



occurs because when it is applicable then the matrixM doesn't have a phylogeny. We needtherefore to modify the replacement of template P3 to return a NULL TREE.Templates not on the above list are not needed, because they work with Q-nodes, whichare forbidden internal nodes in the binary phylogeny problem.4 ConclusionsWe introduced PQ-trees to solve binary phylogeny. With this viewpoint we are able to givea new upper bound for this problem: linear O(m+ n + r) time was obtained.The number of templates required for this test is very small, compared to the originalimplementation of PQ-trees. One template needed a simple alteration. We thus avoid themajor headache in PQ-trees: the nodes of type Q. This fact simpli�es dramatically theimplementation.References[1] K. S. Booth and G. S. Leuker. Testing for the consecutive ones property, interval graphs,and graph planarity using PQ-tree algorithms. J. Comput. Sys. Sci., 13(3):335{379,December 1976.[2] J. Camin and R. Sokal. A method for deducing branching sequences in phylogenyevolution. Evolution, 19:311{326, 1965.[3] N. Chiba, T. Nishizeki, S. Abe, and T. Ozawa. A linear algorithm for embedding planargraphs using PQ-trees. J. Comput. Syst. Sci., 30(1):54{76, February 1985.[4] S. P. Ghosh. On the theory of consecutive storage of relevant records. Jounal Inform.Sci., 6:1{9, 1973.[5] D. Gus�eld. E�cient algorithms for inferring evolutionary trees. Networks, 21:19{28,1991.[6] H. Heeb and W. Fichtner. A module generator based on the PQ-tree algorithm. IEEETransactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems, 11(7):876{884, july 1992.
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